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free copper ions in ocean should be 
critically maintained between picoM and 
femtoM (10−12 and 10−15 m) to be micro-
nutrients for organisms, which would 
become toxic at a higher concentration.[3] 
Hence, accurately mapping and real-time 
monitoring copper distribution are impor-
tant for marine biological recycling and 
scavenging. Wilson’s disease, a hepatic 
and neurological disorder, is diagnosed 
of the 24 h urinary copper excretion 
(>100 µg/24 h).[4] On-site fast detection 
of the trace-amount copper ions with 
personal metabolism monitoring devices 
could effectively prevent or reverse many 
manifestations of this disorder.[5] However, 
current methods of detecting such low 
amounts of metal ions still rely on com-
plex and costly analyte preconcentrating 
or presorting, as well as large instru-
ment operated by well-trained laboratory 
personnel, such as inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) and 
atomic absorption/emission spectroscopy 
(AAS/AES).[6] Thus, real-time monitoring 
industry or sea water cannot be achieved 

by these methods. Similarly, detecting specific proteins nowa-
days typically uses western blot or enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA), both of which involve lengthy multistep 
processes of proteins enrichment, staining, and detection. 
These detection methods can reach desired low limit of detec-
tion (LOD), but their large equipment size and high cost 
prevent them from facilitating personal healthcare or point-
of-care technologies.[7] There have been great research efforts 
on advancing microscale sensors for detecting metal ions and 
biomolecules (e.g., protein and enzyme); however, the state-
of-the-art sensitivity of, for example, copper ion detection is 
10−4–10−10 m,[5b,6,8] and that of horse radish protease detection is 
10−4–10−7 m,[9] which still have not reached the aforementioned 
desired sensitivity levels. As a long-sought solution to above 
issues, creating small-scale synthetic chemical sensors with 
high sensitivity and high selectivity is proven a daunting chal-
lenge, due to the time-consuming and still expensive synthesis, 
purification, and manufacturing processes.[10]

We have recently described hydrogel interferometry as a 
low-cost, general-purpose platform for chemical detection.[11] 
Here we show that hydrogel interferometry can achieve chem-
ical detection of exceptionally high sensitivity and selectivity 

Developing ultrasensitive chemical sensors with small scale and fast 
response through simple design and low-cost fabrication is highly desired 
but still challenging. Herein, a simple and universal sensing platform based 
on a hydrogel interferometer with femtomol-level sensitivity in detecting 
(bio)chemical molecules is demonstrated. A unique local concentrating 
effect (up to 109 folds) in the hydrogel induced by the strong analyte binding 
and large amount of ligands, combined with the signal amplification effect 
by optical interference, endows this platform with an ultrahigh sensitivity, 
specifically 10−14 m for copper ions and 1.0 × 10−11 mg mL−1 for glycoprotein 
with 2–4 order-of-magnitude enhancement. The specific chemical reac-
tions between selected ligands and target analytes provide high selectivity 
in detecting complex fluids. This universal principle with broad chem-
istry, simple physics, and modular design allows for high performance in 
detecting wide customer choices of analytes, including metal ions and 
proteins. The scale of the sensor can be down to micrometer size. The 
nature of the soft gel makes this platform transparent, flexible, stretchable, 
and compatible with a variety of substrates, showing high sensing stability 
and robustness after 200 cycles of bending or stretching. The outstanding 
sensing performance grants this platform great promise in broad practical 
applications.

Hydrogels

With an ever high demand of real-time health and environment 
monitoring and prevalent smart technologies nowadays, high-
precision molecule detection with micro-sized devices is playing 
a vital role with many exciting progresses recently.[1] Ultrasen-
sitivity is critical for detecting trace-amount analyte, which is 
vital for healthcare, ecology, and industries.[2] For example, 
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through the synergy of chemistry, mechanics, and optics. A 
hydrogel interferometer consists of a reflective substrate coated 
with a single thin film of hydrogel (Figure 1). Hydrogel as a 
highly porous cross-linked polymer network is chosen for its 
unique large volume change ratio up to ≈10 times, chemical 
functionalization for broad stimuli sensitivities, and mechan-
ical flexibility.[12] The polymer network of the hydrogel pro-
vides a scaffold to carry a large number of ligands specific to 
the analyte (ligand-to-polymer mass ratio = 1:5). The thickness 
of the hydrogel is comparable to the wavelength of visible light 
(≈300 nm at dry state and ≈1000 nm at hydrated state). When 
a drop of analyte-containing solution is applied on the surface 
of the hydrogel, the analyte diffuses into the hydrogel, causing 
a cascade of signal transduction, involving chemical reaction, 
mechanical deformation, and optical detection (C→M→O). 
The ligands capture and localize the analyte by forming com-
plexes. Such a strong and local ligand-analyte binding effec-
tively concentrates the analyte within an extremely small 
volume of the gel for as high as 109 folds (i.e., concentrating 
an analyte droplet of 10 µL or 1 × 1010 µm3 into a 1.7 µm3 
volume). Compared to other high-performance sensors based 
on rigid porous carrier such as metal–organic framework,[13] 
the unique large volumetric shrinkage (≈10%) of the soft gel 
network further enhances the magnitude of this local concen-
trating effect. As a result of the ligand-analyte binding, the gel 
locally contracts or swells, depending on the ligand-to-analyte 
ratio, which leads to local thickness change. A thickness change 

as small as a few nanometers can be detected through optical 
interference, known as a significant signal amplifier. Overall, 
the two key merits, the analyte concentrating effect (in C→M) 
and the subsequent signal amplification (in M→O) jointly lead 
to the remarkably low LOD at an unprecedented level while 
possessing great selectivity. Specifically, we achieved LODs of 
10−14 m in Cu2+ detection and 10−11 mg mL−1 in glycoprotein 
detection against multiple interfering species in mixture analyte 
fluids, which present 2–4 order-of-magnitude enhancements in 
sensitivity over the state-of-the-art methods in analyzing real-
life complex fluids. Moreover, achieving such high sensitivity 
and selectivity requires only a micrometer-sized hydrogel. In 
addition, such hydrogel interferometer can be constructed into 
transparent and flexible sensors with various substrates. This 
simple but general platform with a single layer of hydrogel can 
accommodates broad choices of ligands and substrates. There-
fore, it can be readily customized for detecting many chemical 
and biological species in the fields from healthcare to environ-
ment safety and integrated to wearable electronics. Overall, this 
unique hydrogel interferometer-based sensing platform adopts 
a highly efficient chemo-mechano-optical signal transduction 
that enables fM-level sensitivity on a sub-µm3 sensing active 
region. In combination with the great selectivity, optical trans-
parency, and mechanical flexibility, it presents promise for the 
next-generation high-performance micro-sensors.

We first prove this concept by creating a high-sensitivity 
Cu2+ sensor. Imidazole can bind with Cu2+ ions specifically 
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Figure 1. a) Sensing mechanism of the hydrogel interferometer platform: the complete chemical-mechanical-optical signal transduction process. 
b,c) The SEM images of hydrogel before (b) and after (c) adding Cu2+ ions into it. The scale bar is 1 µm.
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to form complexes in aqueous solutions.[14] By grafting 
imidazole ligands on the polymer chains of a hydrogel, the 
hydrogel becomes Cu2+-sensitive. When a droplet of Cu2+ ana-
lyte aqueous solution is applied onto such an imidazole-rich 
hydrogel, the Cu2+ ions diffuse in and bind with the imidazole 
ligands on the polymer chains. Because the binding constant 
between Cu2+ and imidazole is fairly high,[14] and the concen-
tration of imidazole is much higher than that of Cu2+, these 
favor for the right-shifting of the coordination reaction, facili-
tating the formation of the Cu2+–imidazole complexes. In the 
case of detecting Cu2+ at low concentrations with the large 
amount ligands in the hydrogel, the Cu2+–imidazole complexes 
form at a 1:4 ratio. Hence, each Cu2+ ion bring the multiple sur-
rounding polymer chains together, the complexes serve as addi-
tional crosslinks of the hydrogel, and as a result, the hydrogel 
swelling ratio decreases with the concentration of Cu2+ in the 
analyte solution. As the SEM images in Figure 1b,c show, after 
adding Cu2+ into the hydrogel, the hydrogel pore size signifi-
cantly reduced and the gel network became much denser. Such 
a Cu2+ ion-induced thickness change can be readily captured by 
the reflective spectrum with a spectrometer.

We chose poly(acrylamide-co-acrylic-acid-co-N-allylacryl-
amide) (poly(AAm-co-AAc-co-AAene)) as the hydrogel network 
with imidazole ligands covalently linked to it. A thin film of the 
hydrogel was fabricated via in-situ photo-polymerization during 
spin-coating on a Si wafer as the reflective substrate (Figure S5, 
Supporting Information). Considering a hydrated hydrogel 
has almost identical refractive index to the aqueous solution 
of analyte, a nanometer-thin layer of gold (Au) was subse-
quently sputtered on the hydrogel surface, for the purpose of 
enhancing the reflectivity at the aqueous solution-gel interface 

for optimal interference, while ensuring good optical transpar-
ency and liquid permeability. When a droplet of Cu2+ aqueous 
solution is applied on the surface of the hydrogel film with gold 
coating, clear and sharp peaks in the spectrum appears, indi-
cating the effective improvement of interference compared to 
the hydrogel film without gold coating (Figure 2a). Such simple 
design with gold modification is proven to effectively produce 
a high signal-to-noise ratio in the optical sensing, allowing for 
the detection of liquidus analytes (Figure S5, Supporting Infor-
mation). Importantly, this successfully expands the use cases of 
the platform to accommodate all forms of analytes.[11]

As the hydrogel film is covalently bonded to the Si wafer 
substrate during the in situ polymerization, the swelling of 
the hydrogel induces the thickness increase of the film. The 
film is washed, dried and swelled to a same initial thickness 
before applying different analyte solutions for multiple cycles 
of sensing tests. The thicknesses of the film before and after 
applying the analyte were measured by the reflective spectrum 
with an optical spectrometer under an illumination normal to 
the hydrogel surface. The thickness of the swollen hydrogel 
d was calculated using Bragg’s Law, 2nd = mλ, where n is the 
refractive index of the hydrogel, m is a known integer, and λ is 
the wavelength of the incident wave (detailed information, see 
Supporting Information).

Figure 2b shows the complete reflective spectra for the Cu2+-
specific hydrogel sensing a droplet of 10 µL with different con-
centrations of Cu2+. Each curve exhibits three peaks around 
458.7, 533.6, and 639.8 nm. These peaks shift toward shorter 
wavelength as the concentration of Cu2+ increases. Taking 
the 639.8 nm peak as an example (Figure 2c), the peak shifts 
from 639.8 to 589.1 nm with different concentrations of Cu2+. 
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Figure 2. High sensitivity and selectivity of the Cu2+ sensor. a) Reflective spectra of the Cu2+ sensor with and without the sputtered gold film on the 
surface. b) The complete reflective spectra of the sensor with different concentrations of Cu2+. The curves for blank solution and 10.0 fM overlap due 
to the small peak shift. c) The reflective peak shift and the swelling ratio measured as a function of the concentration of Cu2+ at the wavelength of 
639.8 nm. d) Reflective peak shifts at 458.7 nm induced by Cu2+ of 10−11 m and 14 different metal ions of 10−9 m, as well as a mixture of them. The dash 
lines represent the resolution of the spectrometer (1.5 nm). All error bars indicate the standard deviation of three parallel experiments.
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Considering the resolution of the optical spectrometer used 
here is 1.5 nm, only a peak shift above this resolution is consid-
ered as an effective sensing signal. Based on this, we achieved a 
wide detecting range of Cu2+ concentration from 10−14 to 10−4 m. 
When a drop of 10−14 m Cu2+ was applied on the film, the peak 
blue-shifted by 2.3 nm, still above the resolution of 1.5 nm. 
According to the curve in Figure 2c, the lowest concentration 
we can detect is about 1.3 × 10−15 m Cu2+, mainly limited by 
the resolution of the spectrometer used in this study (1.5 nm). 
Without such instrument limit, theoretically such a sensing 
principle could allow the lowest LOD to reach 2.2 × 10−17 m on 
such a simple hydrogel thin-film system. The low LODs of our 
sensor is thus far below the maximum tolerable concentration 
of Cu2+ in the standard drinking water (2 × 10−5 m) established 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.[8b] The thick-
ness of the swollen hydrogel film under each Cu2+ concentra-
tion was then calculated accordingly from the peak shift. The 
swelling ratio of the film was characterized as the ratio between 
the thickness of the swollen hydrogel and that of the dry gel 
(Figure 2c). The swelling ratio decreases from 3.31 to 3.07 as 
the concentration changes from 10−14 to 10−4 m, which confirms 
the effective additional crosslinks of hydrogel generated by the 
Cu2+-ligand complex.

We further enhanced the reliability of the detection by 
reading the shifts of all the three peaks. We chose four dif-
ferent concentrations of Cu2+ and all the three corresponding 
peak shifts (Figure S11, Supporting Information). The peak 
shifts are all higher than the resolution (1.5 nm) for Cu2+ con-
centration as low as 1.0 × 10−12 m. The ultralow detecting limit 
is again confirmed for our sensor. With our rationally selected 
hydrogel thickness, multiple peaks can be obtained in one 
sensor at once, serving as a built-in sensor array and leading to 
more reliable sensing results.

Next, we verified the specificity of the Cu2+ sensor against 
other 14 interfering metal ions, including Ag+, Ba2+, Ca2+, 
Co2+, Cr3+, Fe3+, Hg2+, K+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Na+, Ni2+, Pb2+, and 
Zn2+. We tested it by applying a mixture solution of all the 
15 ions, which contains 1.0 × 10−11 m Cu2+ and other ions of 
1.0 × 10−9 m (two orders of magnitude higher than Cu2+ con-
centration). By high contrast, the peak shifts induced by all 
the other ions are significantly below the detection limit of the 
spectrometer and much smaller than the peak shift induced by 
Cu2+ (4.7 nm) (Figure 2d). This suggests a high selectivity of 
our sensor in identifying Cu2+, with great potential for real-life 
applications with various water or biofluid sources. The sensor 
can be recovered by being rinsed with or immersed in an acid 
solution.[15]

The experimentally observed high selectivity and sensitivity of 
the sensor can be explained by its chemical-mechanical-optical 
signal transducing process. The binding constant between 
the ligand and Cu2+ (log Ka = 12.6) is much higher than those 
between the ligand and other metal ions (Table S1, Supporting 
Information).[14,16] The high selectivity of the sensor toward 
Cu2+ essentially originates from such a strong binding. Fur-
thermore, we hypothesize that the high sensitivity is due to the 
localized concentration in the hydrogel, described as following. 
The total amount of ligands in the hydrogel is 10−8 mole, meas-
ured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Figure S10, Sup-
porting Information). Considering the planar length and width 

of the hydrogel film is 1.0 cm, and the thickness is on the order 
of 1 µm, the average concentration of ligands in the hydrogel 
matrix is about 0.77 m in the fully swollen hydrogel. For com-
parison, the concentration of Cu2+ in the 10 µL analyte droplet 
ranges from 10−14 to 10−4 m. Because of the much higher ligand 
concentration together with the strong ion-ligand binding, as 
soon as the 10 µL (i.e., 1010 µm3) Cu2+ solution is applied on 
the hydrogel film, the Cu2+ will be locally confined within a 
much smaller volume of the hydrogel and thus be significantly 
concentrated. This concentrated Cu2+ then causes a detectable 
thickness change of the hydrogel using the spectrometer, even 
when the initial concentration in the sensing droplet is as small 
as 10−14 m.

To verify this hypothesis that the majority of Cu2+ ions were 
concentrated locally near the area where the drop was applied, 
we fabricated the same hydrogel sensor with two gold spots on 
its surface. As shown in Figure 3a, the two spots with 5.0 mm 
apart from each other were located on the same hydrogel film. 
After adding 10 µL of Cu2+ at 10−11 m at Spot 1, we recorded 
both the spectra at the two spots. We observed an evident peak 
shift at Spot 1 (Figure 3b), but no shift at Spot 2 (Figure 3c). 
This proves that almost all the Cu2+ ions have been effectively 
absorbed by the hydrogel at Spot 1 and formed complexes 
locally, without diffusing and reaching to the hydrogel at Spot 2.  
This experimentally revealed the diffusion length and the 
effective sensing area for 10 µL analyte of 10−11 m Cu2+ is no 
more than 5.0 mm, which is the minimum distance that we can 
set the two sensing spots apart in our experimental condition.

To further estimate the more accurate approximate size of 
the hydrogel area where Cu2+ ions are mostly concentrated, 
we adopt the theory of hydrogel swelling (see the Supporting 
Information for the detailed calculation).[17] We assume that 
after diffusion and binding, the Cu2+ is homogeneously dis-
tributed throughout the thickness of the hydrogel, and within a 
circular area surrounding the location where the drop has been 
applied. We call this area the effective area of binding for the 
sensor. Outside the effective area, we assume there is no Cu2+. 
The diameter of the estimated effective area is 1.44 µm for ini-
tially 10−14 m of Cu2+, and 94.2 µm for initially 10−9 m of Cu2+ 
(Figure 3d). The local concentration of Cu2+ in the effective 
area in the hydrogel is further estimated to reach as high as 
nearly 109 times of the original concentration in the droplet 
of Cu2+ solution (Figure 3d). This large effect of localization 
enhances the signal transduction from the chemical binding to 
the optical spectrum, by increasing the change of the hydrogel 
swelling ratio at the local detecting spot.

The effect of binding localization also provides advantage of 
small detecting size of our sensor. The minimum size required 
for the hydrogel sensor to detect the 10 µL solution can be esti-
mated by the effective binding area. For example, to detect the 
Cu2+ concentration of 10−14 m, a sensor of only 1.44 µm diam-
eter is needed. The current hydrogel sensor has the potential to 
be further fabricated with smaller size but same sensitivity and 
selectivity.

In addition to the high selectivity and sensitivity, the 
sub-micrometer film thickness and the optical detec-
tion ensure the fast response of our sensor. The binding 
between the ligands and Cu2+ takes only a few minutes.[18] 
The diffusivity of ions and water molecules in a hydrogel 
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is approximately D ≈ 10−10 m2 s−1.[19] Taking the thickness of 
the hydrogel as h ≈ 800 nm, we estimate the time scale of the 
diffusion is h2/D ≈ 0.01 s. As a result, the whole sensing pro-
cess takes a few minutes, limited by the reaction of binding. 
The response of the sensor is at least as fast as other current 
sensing methods for Cu2+.[5b,16,20]

Owing to the broad chemistry, robust physics, and modular 
design of the hydrogel interferometer, this universal chemical-
mechanical-optical platform can be readily customized to sense 
a broad range of molecules. Here we demonstrate its capa-
bility of sensing biological macromolecules, such as proteins, 
by simply linking specific functional ligands to the polymer 
chains of the hydrogel. Specifically, the hydrogel functional-
ized with phenylboronic acid (PBA) as the ligand can sense 
glycoproteins peroxidase from horseradish (HRP) (Figure 4a). 
The PBA ligands can bind diols in the glycoprotein, forming 
a 1:1 complex.[21] The increase of anionic boronate species in 
the hydrogel upon binding with glycoproteins leads to hydrogel 
swelling, due to electrostatic force and osmotic pressure of 
ions.[22] The gel film swelling redshifts the reflection wave-
length. The measured LOD of the glycoprotein sensor is about 
10−11 mg mL−1 (Figure 4b), with great selectivity over seven 
interfering proteins (Figure 4c).

The hydrogel sensor can also be fabricated on various sub-
strates, such as glass, poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). These optically transparent 
substrates provide versatility of projecting and detecting optical 
signals from arbitrary sides of the sensor. To achieve this, we 
coated thin layers of gold on top of the hydrogel film, as well as 
between the film and the substrate (Figure 4d). With glass as the 

substrate, the sensor showed a slight golden color induced by 
interference, but still highly transparent (Figure 4e). We tested 
the transparent sensor by choosing different combinations of 
the projecting–detecting optical signals, including directions 
of top–top, top–bottom, bottom–bottom and bottom–top. Evi-
dent peak shifts were observed in all cases, indicating effective 
sensing of the analyte. This omni-directional sensing broadens 
the flexibility in applying the hydrogel interferometer plat-
form on various usage scenarios, such as detecting chemicals 
in a box or room from outside, without entering the enclosed 
environment, and wearable sweat sensor which biocompatible 
and soft like tissue hydrogels can adhere on the human skins 
directly to avoid the uncomfortable feelings caused by the hard 
electronic devices and show the sensing signals on the opposite 
directions after absorbing the sweats.[23]

Flexible and stretchable sensors for wearable devices, such 
as human-wearable sensors for health monitoring[24] and feed-
back sensors in soft robots,[9b,25] have been actively developed. 
The transparent sensor demonstrated here can also be made 
flexible and stretchable using PET or PDMS as the substrates. 
All materials including hydrogels can be susceptible to fatigue 
under cyclic loads.[26] To preliminarily test the resistance to 
fatigue of the stretchable sensor, we bent or stretched the  
hydrogel-PET/PDMS sensor for 200 cycles, and measured  
the reflective spectrum of the hydrogel film. After 200 cycles, the 
reflective spectrum remained nearly the same as what was 
measured before the cyclic bending or stretching (Figure 4g,h). 
No obvious crack or flaw was observed on the surface of the 
hydrogel (Figures S16 and S17, Supporting Information). 
With the same concentration of Cu2+ applied, the peak shift 
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Figure 3. The localized binding of Cu2+ in the sensor and small effective area. a) The experimental setup for verifying the localized binding. The distance 
between Spot 1 and Spot 2 is about 5.0 mm. b,c) The reflective spectra before and after applying 10 µL of Cu2+ with 10−11 m is recorded as in Spot 1 
(b) and Spot 2 (c). d) The estimated diameter of the effective area of binding and the local concentration of Cu2+ within the effective area.
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of the sensor kept the same before and after the cyclic test. 
As a stretchable sensor, the effect of mechanical stretch on 
the hydrogel film thickness change can be decoupled from 
the effect of analyte by individually measuring the peak shift 
during stretch without Cu2+. The reflective peak shifted by 
about 100 nm when the tensile strain was 50% (Figure S17, 
Supporting Information). Being integrated in parallel as an 
array, the stretchable sensors are capable of sensing both metal 
ions and mechanical deformation.

The general sensing platform based on hydrogel inter-
ferometer that exhibits remarkable high performance takes 
advantage of coupling two attributes: optical interference and 
responsive hydrogels. Optical interference has been serving 
as a powerful tool in detecting small change of length on 
the order of nm.[27] The optical interference-based detecting 
technique has even been pushed beyond its limit to success-
fully measure a distance change of 10−4 times of the width 
of a proton (10−19 m) by the Laser Interferometer Gravita-
tional-wave Observatory.[28] The spectrum of thin-film inter-
ference changes with the film thickness is also commonly 
seen in daily life, just like the various iridescent colors 

induced by the nonuniform thickness of a soap bubble or 
oil-covered water.[29] Responsive hydrogels are capable of large 
deformation triggered by external stimuli such as solvent,[30] 
pH,[22,31] temperature[32] and humidity.[11,33] Hydrogel as a 
cross-linked hydrophilic polymer network is known as super-
absorbent.[34] The dehydrated hydrogel with ligands incorpo-
rated can facilitate the absorption of a large amount of analyte 
in aqueous solution within very small volume, which sponta-
neously localizes and concentrates the analyte concentration. 
Overall, the local concentrating effect, multiplied by the signal 
amplification effect, enables the ultrahigh sensitivity of this 
hydrogel interferometer-based sensor. In addition, a hydrogel 
can be functionalized to become responsive to different envi-
ronmental cues, by linking specific functional groups or 
monomers to its polymer chains, which provides an analyte-
specific matrix. In most cases, the time scale of response is 
governed by diffusion, which decreases quadratically with the 
feature size of the hydrogel.[35] The 0.1–1 µm scale thickness of 
our hydrogel film enables 10–100 second-scale fast response 
for real-time sensing. The cost of fabricating sub-micrometer 
hydrogels and testing various analytes is low, as they require 
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Figure 4. Generality of the sensing platform. a) The detection mechanism of the glycoprotein-specific sensor. b) Reflective peak shift at the wavelength 
of 601.0 nm as a function of the concentration of HRP (from 10−11 to 10−6 mg mL−1). c) Reflection peak shifts at the wavelength of 452.0 nm of 
10−10 mg mL−1 HRP compared to 10−8 mg mL−1 of seven other different proteins. The dash line represents the resolution of the spectrometer (1.5 nm). 
d) The configuration of the hydrogel sensor on transparent substrates. e) The photo of the hydrogel sensor on glass substrate. f) Reflective peak shifts 
of the hydrogel sensor on glass substrate induced by Cu2+ from different projecting–detecting directions including top–top, bottom–bottom, bottom–
top, and top–bottom. g) Reflective spectra of the hydrogel sensor on PET substrate before and after cycles of bending. h) Reflective spectra of the 
hydrogel sensor on PDMS substrate before and after cycles of stretching. All error bars indicate the standard deviation of three parallel experiments.
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only small quantities of materials.[36] The hydrogel can be bio-
compatible with good stretchability, making it a suitable mate-
rial for wearable sensor.[37] These advantages together make 
the responsive hydrogel an ideal material for fabricating high-
performance sensing systems,[38] and being integrated with 
optical interference.

In summary, we report a universal physical principle 
based on hydrogel interferometry sensor that can effectively 
enhance the chemical detection sensitivity for several orders 
of magnitude (i.e., 102–104), by remarkable local concentrating 
effect (109 times) and large signal amplification in a chemo-
mechano-optical signal transduction. Specifically, the strong 
analyte binding with the large amount of ligands carried on the 
shrinkable porous gel matrix produces unique local concen-
trating effect for 109 times, makes extremely low concentrated 
molecules detectable, avoiding preconcentrating or multistep 
processes. Meanwhile, the specific chemical reaction between 
the selected ligand and the target analyte gives the platform 
high selectivity. Here the demonstrated picoM-femtoM high 
sensitivity (10−13–10−15 m) in metal ion detection against  
14 interfering ions, as well as protein detection. These showcase 
the promising potential in on-site analysis and even real-time 
monitoring of seawater or wastewater and in new point-of-care  
or health monitoring technologies, without the needs of 
complex procedures and costly large equipment required by 
current methods. Device-wise, its micrometer scale effective 
sensing area, optical transparency, and mechanical flexibility 
(robustness over cycles of bending or stretching) compatible 
with different substrates show great potential as micro-scale 
wearable sensors and easy integration. Overall, this simple and 
general design principle is applicable to almost any porous soft 
materials, providing a practical solution to enhancing the per-
formance of many sensors of different sensing mechanisms 
with different responses to not only various chemicals but also 
temperature, mechanical and other physical environmental 
cues. It is hoped that this platform will open the avenues to 
new development of sensors with high performance, low cost, 
and easy fabrication for health and environmental real-time 
monitoring.
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from the author.
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